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Then, I discretize the «share of 65 years and over (%)» in 5 categories : very young, young, average, old, very old. I analyse the trajectories 
between each categories between 2015 and 2065. I map the trajectories towards the ageing leevel «young», «average», and «very old. In this 
case, we can see some territories on the two shores with the same ageing level. Locally, we observe territorial convergence, despite a global in-
complete convergence.
The demographic transition concerns all Mediterranean countries. The fertility and mortality decline cause a demographic 
ageing. The countries of the northern shore age for a long time. Now, the countries of the southern shore don’t age very much. 
However, they will age in the future, but faster than the countries of the northern shore because their fertility decline faster too. 
Because of this fast fertility decline, the southern territories could catch up with the northern territories, and converge towards 
them. In this study, I analyse the convergence of the demographic ageing in the Mediterranean, with a subnational scale.To do 
this, I do demographic forecast to explore some possible futures.
To study the demographic in Mediterranean, I have to 
do forecasts in infranational scale. I collect specific 
data about fertility, mortality and population structure 
by age and sex. I seek these data in varied sources 
(figure on the left). Sometimes, they are incomplete. 
I solve this problem with methods of indirect estima-
tion. Then I do a territorial grid harmonized by sur-
face (figure on the right).
I do forecasts with closed populations, because the 
migration data are often defective in several coun-
tries. I choose to do 4 prospective scenarii with the 
UN forecasts (World Population Prospects 2015). 
The scenario 1 is the median scenario. The scenario 
2 is the case in which a theoretical demographic tran-
sition (convergence of the TFR around 2.1). The sce-
nario 3 is the case in which the demographic transi-
tion is very slow. The scenario 4 is a case in which 
TFR grow up in some countries (Egypt, Algeria, Tuni-
sia, Morocco ...).
More about 
this work:
A specific methodology of spatial demography
Standardisation of the territorial grid
TERRITORIAL GRID HARMONIZED BY SURFACE
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TRANSITIONS TOWARDS THE AGEING LEVEL «YOUNG»
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TRANSITIONS TOWARDS THE AGEING LEVEL «AVERAGE»
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TRANSITIONS TOWARDS THE AGEING LEVEL «VERY OLD»
Varied sources of data
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Global analysis: an incomplete convergence
A geographic point of view: some local convergences 
2065
2015
Scenario 1 Scenario 2
Scenario 3 Scenario 4
First, I do a global analysis. On the right, there are 
the statistic distributions of the « share of 65 years 
and over (%)» of all mediterranean territories, in 
2015, and in 2065 for each prospective scenario.
In 2015, the distribution is clearly bimodal. On one 
hand, the young territories and on the other hand, the 
old countries.
In 2065, any scenario shows a complete conver-
gence, even if the distribution of the scenarii 1 and 2 
tend towards a gaussian distribution.
